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Notes on the Formation of the Yorkshire Caves 
and Pot-holes 

By E. SIMPSON. 

The limestone district in which the caves and pot-holes of 
Yorkshire are situated has several features which give an illumin ating 
insight into the primary cause of the origin of these underground 
phenomena. It is impossible in this brief paper to summarize more 
than the more important features of the tectonics of the area that 
bear upon the formation of the various chasms. 

The hills of Craven res t upon a base of Silurian slates and grits. 
and upon their upturned edges is deposited the compact carboniferous 
limestone. which on the hills of Grc\·gareth. Whernside. Ingleborough. 
and Penvghent reach a thickness of approximately 500 feet ; a bove 
this is the Yoredale series. which is finall y capped by the Millstone 
Grits. At the western extremity the limestone is cut off by the 
Dent and allied Faults. whilst a southern boundary is defined 
by the Craven Faults. It extends from Casterton Fell in the west. 
running roughly east through Ingleton. Austwick . and Stainforth. 
then to the south of Malham Tarn to Threshfield. when after crossing 
the river Wharfe at Linton Falls. it passes over Greenhow Hill t o 
disappear finally a little below Pateley Bridge. This line of fracture 
-the !'\orth Craven Fault-is some fort y miles in length and roughly 
defines the southern limits of the main Great Scar Limestone. 

The South Craven Fault runs practically parallel to the Northern 
Fault from Ingleton to Austwick, thei1 takes a sweep to the south-east, 
following the line of scars at Cave Ea , and forms the fine escarpment 
of Giggleswick Scars, where after crossing the River Ribble it takes 
another sweep to the south at the Roman Camp below High Hill. 
At this point it divides, the l\-fiddle Craven Fault foll owing the course 
of Stockdale Beck to the north of Rye Loaf Hill . down to iVIalham, 
passing between the Cove and the vi llage. then across Threshfield 
Moor. where it joins the North Craven Fault near Skirethornes. The 
South Craven Fault from High Hill runs south-east towards Bell 
Busk . but we are not here concerned with the area it embraces . 

Owing to the dip of the strata (roughly 5°), the limestone to the 
north and north-east is obscured by overly ing rocks. a nd in consequence 
these boundaries cannot be clearly defined. but for our purpose the 
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northern boundary of the main Yorkshire Cave Area is a line drawn 
from Casterton Fell to Kettlevvell. The area within these lines is 
that where the carboniferous limestone is exposed. 

There are therefore three areas under consideration :
1. That lying north of the Craven Faults, comprising in the main 

the area covered by the hills of Greygareth, Whernside, Ingleborough. 
Penyghent. and Fountains Fell. 

2. That area situated between the Craven Faults. 
3. The caves situated in isolated patches or outcrops of limestone 

lying outside the two above-mentioned areas. 

SECTION 1. 

This section represents an area of approximately one hundred 
and fifty square miles. where the beds of strata lie nearly horizon tal 
and are generally' speaking practically undisturbed by the Craven 
and allied Faults. This district, the birthplace of rivers, is intersected 
by the deeply-cut valleys of Leck Beck , Kingsda le , Chapel-Ie-dale . 
Ribblesdale . and Wharfedale, which are cut through the limestone 
plateaux flanking the hills about r200 feet above sea-level. the bottom 
portions of the dales exposing the underly ing Silurian. 

If we examine the western portion of this section it is interesting 
to note the manner in which the underground systems of drainage 
are grouped. They are not scattered haphazard over the flanks of 
the hills , but follow clearly-defined courses and are completely 
contained within themselves. However numerous the inlets in any 
given area, their waters ultimately unite . being collected in the 
lowest regions in what one might call a " l\laster Cave "; then the 
combined waters of that particular cave system issue at a given point. 

The waters of the Three Pots of Casterton Fell . Bull Pot of the 
Witches (r). Hidden Pot , and Cow Pot (2), unite underground and 
issue at the west side of Easegill , whilst all the waters of the Leck 
Fell area apparently enter the l\i(aster Cave of Lost J ohns t o emerge 
at the same point as the Casterton Fell waters-Leek Beck H ead (A). 
The Yordas Cave (6) with Bull Pot (7), Gingling and Rowten Pots (8) 
are joined by the Swinsto Cave (9) waters and issue at Keld Head in 
Kingsdale (B). In Chapel-le-dale there is no prominent "l\{aster 
Cave" on the Whernside flank , though Gatekirk (20) and the river 
bed itself by the manner in which it acts on its underground journey 
to Gods Bridge (C) might be regarded as one. On Ingleborough 
there are no less than six of these entirely seH-contained cave systems 
known at present. each with it s individual i\-Iaster Cave and issue. 
The fl ood waters which enter the now usually dry swallet, Rantry 
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Notes on the Formation of the Yorkshire Caves 
and Pot-holes 

By E. SIMPSON. 

The limestone district in which the caves and pot-holes of 
Yorkshire are situated has several features which give an illuminating 
insight into the primary cause of the origin of these underground 
phenomena. It is impossible in this brief paper to summarize more 
than the more important features of the tectonics of the area that 
bear upon the formation of the various chasms. 

The hills of Craven rest upon a base of Silurian slates and grits, 
and upon their upturned edges is deposited the compact carboniferous 
limestune, which on the hills of Greygareth, Whernside, Ingleborough, 
and Penyghent reach a thickness of approximately 500 feet ; above 
this is the Yoredale series, which is finall y capped by the Millstone 
Grits. At the western extremity the limestone is cut off by the 
Dent and allied Faults, whilst a southern boundary is defined 
by the Craven Faults. It extends from Casterton F ell in the west, 
running roughly east through Ingleton, Austwick, and Stainforth, 
then to the south of Malham Tarn to Threshfield, when after crossing 
the river Wharfe at Linton Falls, it passes over Greenhow Hill to 
disappear finally a little below Pateley Bridge. This line of fracture 
-the North Craven Fault- is some forty miles in length and roughly 
defmes the southern limits of the main Great Scar Limestone. 

The South Craven Fault runs practically parallel to the Northern 
Fault from Ingleton to Austwick, thei1 takes a sweep to the south-east, 
following the line of scars at Cave Ha, and forms the fine escarpment 
of Giggleswick Scars, where after crossing the River Ribble it takes 
another sweep to the south at the Roman Camp below High Hill. 
At this point it divides, the Middle Craven Fault following the course 
of Stockdale Beck to the north of R ye Loaf Hill, down to Malham, 
passing bet"'een the Cove and the village, then across Threshfield 
fl'foor , where it joins the North Craven Fault near Skirethornes. The 
South Craven Fault from High Hill runs south-east towards Bell 
Busk, but we are not here concerned with the area it embraces. 

Owing to the dip of the strata (roughly S°), the limestone to the 
north and north-east is obscured by overlying rocks, and in consequence 
these boundaries cannot be clearly defined, but for our purpose the 
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northern boundary of the main Yorkshire Cave Area is a line drawn 
from Casterton Fell to Kettlewell. The area within these lines is 
that where the carboniferous limestone is exposed. 

There are therefore three areas under consideration :
r. That lying north of the Craven Faults , comprising in the main 

the area covered by the hills of Greygareth, Whernside, Ingleborough, 
Penyghent, and Fountains Fell. 

2. That area situated between the Craven Faults. 
3. The caves situated in isolated patches or outcrops of limestone 

lying outside the two above-mentioned areas. 

SECTION r. 
This section represents an area of approximately one hundred 

and fifty square miles, where the beds of strata he nearly horizontal 
and are generally speaking practically undisturbed by the Craven 
and allied Faults. This district, the birthplace of rivers, is intersected 
by the deeply-cut valleys of Leek Beck, Kingsdale, Chapel-Ie-dale, 
Ribblesdale, and \Vharfedale, which are cut through the limestone 
plateaux flanking the hills about 1200 feet above sea-level, the bottom 
portions of the dales exposing the underlying Silurian. 

If we examine the western portion of this section it is interesting 
to note the manner in which the underground systems of drainage 
are grouped. They are not scattered haphazard over the flanks of 
the hills, but follow clearly-defined courses and are completely 
contained within themselves. However numerous the inlets in any 
given area, their waters ultimately unite , being collected in the 
lowest regions in what one might call a " Master Cave"; then the 
combined waters of that particular cave system issue at a given point. 

The waters of the Three Pots of Casterton Fell , Bull Pot of the 
\Vitches (I), Hidden Pot , and Cow Pot (2), unite underground and 
issue at the west side of Easegill, whilst all the waters of the Leck 
Fell area apparently enter the Master Cave of Lost Johns to emerge 
at the same point as the Casterton Fell waters-Leck Beck Head (A). 
The Yordas Cave (6) with Bull Pot (7), Gingling and Rowten Pots (8) 
are joined by the Swinsto Cave (9) waters and issue at Keld I-lead in 
Kingsdale (B). In Chapel-Ie-dale there is no prominent" Master 
Cave" on the Whernside flank, though Gatekirk (20) and the river 
bed itself by the manner in which it acts on its underground journey 
to Gods Bridge (C) might be regarded as one. On Ingleborough 
there are no less than six of these entirely self-contained cave systems 
known at present , each with its individual Master Cave and issue. 
The flood waters which enter the now usually dry swallet, Rantry 
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Key to the Geological Map of N.W. Yorkshire . 
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Key to the Geological Map of N.W. Yorkshire. 

ISSUES OR RISINGS. 
/1 . L~ck Brck H ead. 

B. Kc ld H eacl. I<i ngsd;, le . 

C. C url s Bridge, Chapcl-k-Dalc. 

D. Turn Dub, Ribbl.-·sdale. 

E. A ustwiek Beck H ead. 

F. Clapham Beck H ead . 

CAVES OR POT-HOLES. 

I. Bull Pot o f th e Witches. 

2. Cow P o t. 


3· 
 Rumbli ll c' H ole . 


4· Lns! ] ohns Cave. 


5· The Cavern, Irch y F ell. 


6. Yordas Ca'·e . 
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8. Rowtcn P ot. 
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Hole, in Crina Bottom, emerge at Skirwith Cave (II). The White 
Scar Caverns (12) probably drain the whole of Lead Mines IVIoss 
together with portions of Dowlass Moss and the upper portion of 
Crina Bottom, and though at the surface there is only one stream 
entering a swallet in this area-Hard Gill--yet so far as exploration 
has been conducted in the \;I,lhite Scar Caverns there are over tweI).ty 
strong tributary streams entering. Meregill Holes probably contain 
the Master Cave which collects all the drainage of the Southern Scales 
area, so that the waters from Douk Caves (16), Hardrawkin Caves (IS), 
and Sunset Hole (14), after joining the Meregill waters underground, 
again join underground the main stream from Gatekirk Cave to 
issue finally at Gods Bridge. Alum Pot (21) waters issue, after being 
joined by tllU~c from the vVashfold Caves (22) underground, at 
Turn Dub (D), and this series consists of the whole of the underground 
streams draining West Park Fell, Borrans Moor, and South House 
Moor. At Austwick Beck Head (E) the waters engulfed by the 
Allotment pot-holes (23), including also those of Nick Pot, reappear 
in daylight; all the streams sinking in the Gaping Ghyll area (24) 

issue at Clapham Beck Head (F). 
It is to be noted that all the points of engulfment are situated 

on the limEstoLe plateaux flanking the hills at approximately the 1200 

to 1400 -feet levels, whilst the points of debouchure axe usually at or 
near the junction of the Silurian and the basement beds of the carbon
iferous limestone, so that the vertical height that they descend is 
some 500 feet, and their flow i-f measured in a straight line from the 
points of engulfment to the points of debouchure in any ot the above 
areas is never less than one mile. 

In Chapel-Ie-dale on the \Vhernside flank at Bruntscar Cave (17), 
Homeshaw Caves, Boggarts Holes, and Browside Cave (18); in 
Higher Ribblesdale, Capnut Cave (26), Cove Hole (27), Browgill 
(ave (29), and High Birkwith Cave (31); also in Wharfedale, Scoska 
Cave, Dowkerbottom (36); and Sleets Gill Cave (37) present another 
type of cave system, viz., one inlet and one outlet of the stream. 
On Penyghent there are also the Hull (32) and Hunt (33) Pots series, 
which are essentially of the first type group systems, but for our 
purpose in this respect we will deal purely with Inglcborough and 
the area to the west. 

SECTION 2. 

This section reprc,;cnts the area situated belween the Craven 
faults where the strata dips sharply towards the Northern Fault. 
This areCl is interesting from an archceological standpoint, Cavc I-la 

"G:lping GI1~'11 H()Il'." 
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Hole , in Crina Bottom, emerge at Skirwith Cave (II). The White 
Scar Caverns (12) probably drain the whole of Lead Mines Moss 
together with portions of Dowlass Moss and the upper portion of 
Crina Bottom, and though at the surface there is only one stream 
entering a swallet in this area-Hard Gill-yet so far as exploration 
has been conducted in the 'vVhite Scar Caverns there are over twenh' 
strong tributary streams entering. l\Ieregill Holes probably contain 
the Master Cave which collects all the drainage of the Southern Scales 
area, so that the waters from Douk Caves (16), Hardrawkin Caves (15), 
and Sunset Hole (14), after joining the IVleregill waters underground, 
again join underground the main stream from Gatekirk Cave to 
issue finally at Gods Bridge. Alum Pot (21) waters issue, after being 
joined by those from the Wash fold Caves (22) underground, at 
Turn Dub (D), and this series consists of the whole of the underground 
streams draining Wc:'t Park Fell, Borrans :Moor, and South House 
Moor. At Austwick Beck Head (E) the walers engulfed by the 
Allotment 'pot-holes (23), including also those of Nick Pot, reappear 
in daylight; a ll the streams sink ing in the Gaping Ghyll area (:q) 
issue at Clapham Beck Head (F). 

It is to be noted that all the points of engulfment are situated 
on the limfstoce plateaux flanking the hills at approximately the 1200 

to 1400 feet levels, whilst the points of debouchure are usually at or 
near the junction of the Silurian and the basement beds of the carbon
iferous limestone, so that the vertical height that they descend is 
some 500 feet, and their flow if measured in a straight line from the 
points of engulfment to the points of debouchure in any ot the above 
areas is never less than one mile. 

In Chapel-Ie-dale on the 'vVhernside flank at Bruntscar Cave (17), 
Homeshaw Caves, Boggarts Holes, and Browside Cave (18); in 
Higher Ribblesdale, Capnut Cave (26), Cove Hole (27), Browgill 
Cave (29), and High Birkwith Cave (31); also in Wharfedale, Scoska 
Cave, Dowkerbottom (36); and Sleets Gill Cave (37) present another 
type of cave system, viz., one inlet and one outlet of the stream. 
On Penvghr.nt there are also the Hull (32) and Hunt (33) Pots series, 
which are essentially of the first type group systems, but for our 
purpose in this respect we will deal purely with Ingleborough aIld 
the area to the west. 

SECTION 2. 

This section represents the area situated belween the Craven 
Faults where the strata dips sharply towards the Northern Fault. 
This are(l i~ interE'sting from an arcbreulogical standpoint, Cav(~ Ha 
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(41), Kinsey Cave (42), Kelcoe Cave (43) and the Victoria Cave (44) 
being some of several t o y ield important finds to excavators. None 
of the caves so far discovered is of any great extent , a nd they may 
be regarded as dead caves insomuch as practically no water flows 
through them, and in some casC's they contain masses of .~li\ci;d clays. 
Only one pot -hole is so far known t o exist in this ~p.ction, ~nuth Bank 
Hole (45), having a total depth of 165 feet. Despite the contracted 
dimensions of these cave.s they are of vast impor tance. , for they 
help to fi x all approxinla te date for the formation of the Yorkshire 
caves and' pot-holl- '" IJespite the tilt of the strata towards the 
north , the caves are normal caves wh ich, generally s]J{'1.k iJ ',:, drain 
southwards against the dip . If thC') ' had been formed prior to the 
disloca tion due to fa ulting the\' would have been tilted b;lck with it. 
This does not occur, showing that their formation bas taken place 
since tha t of the Craven Fault; also as some cavE'rns contain large 
masses of lamina ted glacial c la\·.~ . it is that evident thE'\' were at their 
highest point of development prior to the Glacial Epoch. Sou th 
Bank H ole is a pot -hole where the various p itches, dc.,;pite being 
si tuated in tilted strata, have all the char:l.deris tics of normal pot
holes as in Section 1. 

The Malham area is included in this section. It presents 
many extremely interesting problems, e g., the apparent crossing of the 
underground waters from Tarn Sink to Aire H ead Springs, and those 
from Smelt Mill Sink to the Cove. TlH;se lines of drainage were 
conclusively proved by the Committee appointed by the Yorkshire 
Geological and Poly technic SOCil'ly in 1899, and it was also fou nd 
that 19,800 gallons of water sink ing at Smelt Mill (the onl y known 
surface sink communicati ng with the Cove) represented only 4 per 
cent of some half million gallons issuing at .Malham Cove per day. 
The North Craven Fault possibly plays an important part in this 
in(,[C':lsr. of the volume of water , and is possibly the route by which 
t l:- water from Ginglin g H ole (35) on F ountains Fell might reach 
til,: Cove, t hough such communication has never been proved. In 
spite of the interestin g hydrological problems to be found in the 
Malham ar,';] , there is on ly one cave, some 60 feet in length, which 
bas been explored . This, Grey Gill Cave, is situa ted between Malham 
Cove al~ d Gordale Scar. 

S ECTION 3. 
The cay( 's within t his section arc in t he main of sim ilar t ype to 

thos" in Higher Ribblesdale, viz. , one inlet and one outlet type, and 
will not be considered here. 

J2 
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(41), Kinsey Cave (42), Kelcoe Cave (43) and the Victoria Cave (44) 
being some of several t o yield important finds to excavators. None 
of the caves so far discovered is of any great exten t , and th('v may 
be regarded as dead caves insomuch as practically no water flows 
through them, and in some cases they contain masses of glacial clays. 
Only one pot-hole is so far known to exist in this section , South Bank 
H ole (45), having a total depth of 165 feet. Despite the contracted 
dime nsions of thesl' ca \,'t · ':' they are of vast importance, for they 
help to fix all approxjm~\te date for the formati on of the Yorkshire 
caves an d ' pot-holes. Dcspite the tilt of the strata towards the 
north, the caves are normal caves which , generall y spr'lking, drain 
southwards against the dip. If th('~ ' had been formed prior to the 
dislocation due to faulting the\' would have been tilrcd b;ick with it. 
This does not occur, showing that their forma tiO)1 has taken placc 
since that of the Craven Fault; also as some caverns contain large 
masses of laminated glacial cla",:.. it is that evident they were at their 
highest point of development prior to the Glacial Epoch. South 
Bank Hole is a pot-hole where the various pitches, despite being 
situated in tilted strata, have all t he characteristics of normal pot
holes as in Section I. 

The Malham area is incluued in this section. It presents 
many extremely interesting problems, e.g, the apparent crossing of the 
underground waters from Tarn Sink to Aire H ead Springs, and those 
from Smelt Mill Sink to the Cove. These lines of drainage were 
conclusively proved by the Committee appointed by the Yorkshire 
Geological and Polyt,·chnic Society in 1899, al :u it was also found 
that 19,t)00 gallons of water sinking at Smelt Mill (the only known 
surface sink communicating with the Cove) represented only 4 per 
cen t of some half million gallons issuing at Malham Cove pL~ r day. 
The North Craven Fault po~sibly plays an important part in th is 
increase of the volume of water, and is possibly the route by which 
t he water from Gingling Hole (35) on Fountains Fdl might reach 
the Cove, though such communication has never been proved. In 
spite of the interes ting hydrological problems t o be foulld in the 
.\{alham area, there is only one cave, some 60 feet in l.ength. which 
has been explored. This, Grey Gill Cave, is situated between :Malham 
Cove :ll'd Gordale Scar. 

SECTION 3. 
The caves within this sec tion arc in the main of similar type to 

th u,;'" in Higher Ribblesdale, v iz., one inlet and one outlet type, and 
will not be considered here. 

I:2 
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The accepted theory of the primary cause of the Y urkshire 
caves and pot-holes is that of soluti()n. As long ago as I,')t)K , hO\\'('ver, 
?lIons. E. A. l\Ianl'1 j!"inted out the weaknes~ of this theory, whilst 
in r907. Messrs. C. A. Hill and H. Brodrick rcad a paper before the 
Yurkshire Geological Association, where they pointed out that the 
eJi'ects of fracturing during the formation of the Craven Faults upon 
the main mass of limestone to the north was probably the primary 
caust: of the pot-holes and caves in north-west Yorkshire. The r('~ults 
of recent survey and exploration compel one to abandon the solution 
theory as the primary CaUSe of the guiding forces directing un di~rground 

flow- , although it is admitted it plays along with erosion an important 
part in the secondary phase the enlargement of the fracturc,; and 
fissures once it has gained access underground. To make the solution 
theory effective , the first essentia l would be the read y circulation 
and flow from the point of engulfment of the surface stream to its 
point of debouchure . The theory of corrosion and erosion along the 
lines of joints could not in itself accomplish this task. 

It is interesting to note that not only are all the deepest and m(lst 
extensive pot-holes and cave systems situated in the vicinity of the 
Craven Fault, but they are also at the points where the greatest 
dislocation has taken place, nearly all lying between the valley of 
the Ribble and the western extremity of the limestone, where the 
Craven and Dent Faults meet. 

The greatest earth movement is in the \vesLern section of the 
Craven Fault, and one is induced, from evidence beneath the surface, 
to believe that whilst the faults were in the course of formation there 
were innumerable minor fractures being formed in the more stable 
1imestones to the north of the faults. In many cases it is probable 
that these fractures would result in the opening out uj the joints in 
the carboniferous limestone, whilst on the other hand it is also evident 
that compensating forces crushed the rocks into fiIle breccia. It is 
already acknowledged by geoll 'gists that there are isolated cases 
where the Yorkshire pot -holes lie in the line of faults. l\·leregill 
Holes (lJ) is one, but it shows no vertical displacement; Alum Pot 
is another, crush breccia being a noticeable Jeature at the south end 
of that hole. 1\[r. H . Brodrick, as long ago as 1904, proved that 
Rift P ot (23) was a pure jIs,.;nre, 300 feeL deep , wit hout any trace 
of water-action at its northern extremity; he also traced" slicken
sides" in this p()t-hoh~. One could hardlv wish for a more , :",initC' 
proof of this fracturing than in Burne t ls Cavern (Bull Pot oi the 
\Vitchrs), where the deep grooving of the wall is due to shearing, whils t 
the Craven Fault itself lies in very close proximity to this pot-hole. 

FOR ,\l,-\TION OF YORKSHIRE eWE S A"'D l'O'l'-,-[on:s 23 r 

The erosioil of the crush breccia as a factor in the formation of 
pot-h' ,les is illustr:cted in the case of Rumbling Hole (3); there the 
breccia is still to be seen extending to a depth of over roo feet at 
both the north and south en'!,; oi the surf'lce vot -hole. Respecting 
the formation of large chambers such as Gaping Ghyll (24), Yordas 
Cave (6) or Sell Gill Cave U 4}-aLl these lie in lines of fault or fracture 
and it is apparent that they have been centres of great stresses coming 
from various directions, and in consequence the rock in the vicinity has 
been crushed in such a manner that when water did enter, the debris 
was easil y washed away. The shattered walls at Gaping Ghyll, 
especially in the v icinity of the Telephone Corner, go far to prove 
this; a lso masses of crush breccia and shattered rock in the Second 
and Third Chamber at Marble Steps Pot (ro). Nick Pot and ~1:arble 
Pot lead to the same conclusion. Gable Pot, Tatham Wife Hole, 
Braithwaite Wife H ole (14) and Great Douk Pot-hole (r6) probably 
owe their origin to the same causE's. 

Th ough in many cases these fractures descend through the whole 
thickness of the carboniferous limestone, as in the instance of Gaping 
Ghyll, MerC'gill Holes, I~ift Pol, and Rumbling Hole, in the majo-i-ity 
of CbVS they are not one continuous vertical fissure, but descend in 
steps through the strata. Here another important factor, respon
sible for the joining up step by step, fracture by fracture, is cave 
formation in the the Shale Beds. 

These Shale Beds, which separate the various beds of limestone, 
do not appear to be uniform throughout any given area, and vary 
cO;lsiderably in thickness; at Cow Pot (Shale Cavern), and Lost 
Johns (Shale Cavern) tlwv reach a thickness of some 7 feet. At 
ROWLl'J1 Pot 1.8 1 in Kingsdale (350 jl:! t deejJ) there are ten shale beds 
each of whicll is in the vicinity of "ome important change in the 
coniiguration of the pot-hole. Bull Plit l7 ), 275 feet deep, lies half 
a mile to the north oJ Rowten P ot a nd has seven shale beds, all at 
important points. 

Swiilsto Cave (9), 395 feet deep, situated 700 ya rds south-west 
of Rowten Pot, owing to its long st retch of passage, offers an even m)re 
interesting illust ration of the part that shale beds play in din'CLing 
the underground fl ow of water. At the hottom of the first pitch 
(20 feet i we weet with the first bed, situated at roof level of the main 
pas~<lge, \\'hich runs for 360 yards, the roof throughout this distance 
being liat and unbroken. In this length of p~ls~age the height varies 
from 4 feet at the highest portions, and a t its lowest it is only some 
few inches above the stream occupying the fl oor . These low sections 
are clue to the undulations of the origi nal shale beel and show wlJere 
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The accepted theory of the primary cause of tllC Yorksh ire 
caves and pot-holes is that of solution. As long ago as I ,'{SR , however, 
.\rons. 1-:. A. Martc'l pointed out the weakness of this theory , whilst 
in r907, :'IIcs"fs. C. A. Hill and H. Brodrick read a paper before the 
Yorkshire Geological Association, where they pointed ont tha t the 
effects of fracturing during the formation of lhe Craven l-":l.ult" upon 
the main mass of limestune t o the north was probably the primary 
caLlst· of the pot-hole:; and caves in north- west Yorkshire. TIle results 
of recent surve\" and exploration compel one to abandon the solution 
theory as the primary cause of the guiding foret·s clirectil it; ll n(lr: rground 
:flow, although it is admitted it plays along with erosio \l an imjJ(I,·tant 
part in the secondary phase-the enlargement of the fractures and 
fissures once it has gained access underground. To make the solution 
theory (·riective, the first essemial would be the readv circulation 
and :flow from the point of eng ulfment of the surface stream to its 
point of debouchure. The theory of corrosion an d erosion alollg" the 
lines of joints could not in itself accomplish this task . 

It is interesting to note that not only are all the deepest and most 
extensive pot-holes and cave systems situated in the vicinity of the 
Craven Fault, but they are also at th e points where the greatest 
di slocation has taken place, nearly all lying between the valley of 
the Ribble and the western extremity of the limestone, where the 
Craven and Dent Faults meet. 

The greatest earth movement is in the western section of the 
Craven Fault, and one is induced, from evidence beneath the surface, 
t o believe that whilst the faults were in the course of formation there 
were innumerable minor fractures being formed in the more stable 
limestones to the north of the faults. In many cases it is probable 
tllat these fractures would result in the opening out of til e joints in 
the carbon iferous limestone, whilst on the other hand it is also eviden t 
that compensating forces crushed the rocks into fine breccia. It is 
a lready acknowledged by geologists that there are isolated cases 
where the Yorkshire pot-holes lie in the line of faults. J\'!eregi ll 
H oles 113) is one, but it shows no vertical displacempnt; Alum Pot 
is another, crush breccia being a noticeable le:.lttlfe :.It the sou th end 
of that hole. i\IL H. Brodrick, as long ago as 1904, proved that 
Rift Pot (23) was a pure 1i:;sure, 300 fed deep, \",:itllLlUt an y trace 
of wat('r-action a t its northern extremity; lie also iraced " slicken
sides" in this pot-hol e. One could hard I\' wish for a more definite 
proof of this fracturing tllall in Burnett~ Cavern (Bull Pot of the 
Witches), where the deep grooving of the wall is due to shearir,!,f, whilst 
the Craven F ault itself lies in very clusc proximity to this pot-hole. 
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The el"O- io i1 of the crush breccia a,; a fac tor in the formation of 
pot-holes is illustrated in ihe case of Rumbling Hole (3); there the 
breccia is still t o be seen eXiending to a depth of over r oo feet at 
both the north and south ell ds of the surface p()l -hole. Respecting 
the formation of large cham bel'S such as Gaping Ghyll (24), Yordas 
Cave (6) or S,,11 Gill Cave LH )- a ll these li e in lines of fault or fracture 
and it is apparent that they have been centres of grea t stresses coming 
from various directions, a nd in consequence the rock in the vicinity has 
been crushed in such a manner that when water did enter, the debris 
was easily washed away. The shattered walls at Gaping Ghyll, 
especially in the vicinity of the Telephone Corner, go far to prove 
this; also masses of crush breccia and shattered rock in the Second 
and Third Chamber at Marble Steps Pot (ro). Nick Pot and Marble 
Pot lead to the same conclusion. Gable Pot, Tatham Wife Hole, 
Braithwaite Wife Hole (14) and Great Douk Pot-hole (r6) probably 
owe their origin to the same causes. 

Though in many cases these fractures descend through th( , whole 
thickness of the carboniferous lim('~tone, as in the instance of Gaping 
Ghyll, j\Ieregill Holes, Rift Pol, and Rumbling Hole, in the majority 
of cases they are not one continuous vertical fissure, but descend in 
steps through the strata. Here another important factor, respon
sible for the joining up step by step, fracture by frac ture, is caVe 
formation in the the Shale Beds. 

T1JPsc Shale Beds, which separate the various beds of limestone, 
do not appear to be uniform through ou t any given area, and vary 
cO;lsiderably in thickness; at Cow Pot (Shale Cavern), and Lost 
Johns (Shale Cavern) tlwv reach a thickness of some 7 feet. At 
Rowt<:11 Pot (8) in Kingsdale U50 il:('t deep) there are ten shale beds 
each of which is in the vicinity' of somc' important change in the 
cunliguration of the pot-hole. Bull Pot (7) , 275 feet deep, lies half 
a mile to the north of Rowten P ot and has seven shale beds , all at 
important points. 

Swillst o Cave (9), 395 feet deep , situated 700 yards south-west 
of Rowten Pot , owing t o its long stretch of passage, ufif' rs a n even more 
interesting illust ration of the part that shale beds play in directing 
the underground :flow of water. At the bottom of the first pitch 
(20 feet) we lTl eet with the fIrst bed, si tuated at roof level of the main 
passage, which runs for 360 yards, the roof throughout this distance 
being 1Iat and unbroken . In this length of pClssage the height \"aries 
from 4 feet at the highest portions, and at its lowest it is only some 
few inches above the stream occupying the f1 0l lr. These low sections 
are due to the undulatiuns of the uriginal shale bed and show wbere 
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in the hollows of that bed, the upper bed of limes tone now forming 
the roof was deposited. We were able to trace six shale beds in 
Swinsto Cave and in four of them thc'y form the flat roof level of the 
communicating passage which join s up the vertical fissures or fractures. 
The same thing happens in Yordas Cave, Marble Stl'PS Pot , Hard
rawkin Caves (IS), Rift Pot (Long Kin East Section), Alum and 
Diccan Pots, Rumbling Hole, etc ., etc. 

As these shale bl:Js are usually t'ound at some important juncture 
in the course of these underground passages it is reasonable to surmise 
that they have played an important part in directing the course of 
subterranean flow. It is also rea~(lnable to anticipate that whilst 
dislocations were taking place in the carboniferous limestone, similar 
dislocations were happening within the shale beds. OIlCC the water 
had entered at the surface, it wou ld be able to find its way downwards 
step by step to the ba~l ' mcnt tl' t1~ of the limc~lone and so to the 
points of debouchure in the valle\·,;. Such would be the primary 
:lction, and lIlt: secondarv action of corrosion and erosion would then 
take place. In the C8.:::l' oi the latter, except in cutting through the 
shale beds forming the bedding caves as compared with the primary 
act ion due to faulting , it is very slow and insignificant, for the bedding 
caves are usually very contracted and generally speaking form a very 
small percentage of the total length of the underground passages in 
Craven. 

In many cases the vertical fissure forming the upper portions of 
the caverns show no water action, whil st, as already stated in the 
case of Rift Pot , there is no action by solution traceal>le in the northern 
section, and even after the water from th e Long Kin East Cave has 
entered at the south end, the point of entrance being a shale bed 
150 feet below the surface, the combined chemical and mechanical 
action or cutting back is comparatively small. 
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Notes on some Human Teeth from a Neolithic 
Burial Cave in Malta 

By E. K. TRATMAN, M.D.S. 

It is now several years since Sir Arthur Keith sent me a collection 
of human teeth from a cave in Malta. The excavator , .!.VIr. G. G. 
Sinclair, recovered them from a fissure cave, which had been exposed 
by quarrying, near Casal Luca, Malta. The cave had been used as 
a burial place in Neolithic times, when burial was by inhumation 
as against cremation in the succeeding Bronze age . The actual date 
must be determined from th e archceological remains. 

At the present time there is no generally rf'cognized method of 
recording the measurements of individual teeth, J.lld this is a handicap 
when comparisons are to be made, especially as fossil material often 
consists very largely of teeth no longer in their jaws. The investi
g:J.tors of both fossil and recent material need a common basis on which 
o rrc()[d their m,':l.surements so that anyone set of such measure

ments can be compared with aO\' other set. In both recent and 
fossil material, inVl'sligators will encounter lrdh showing all degrees 
of wear , so that an y s~:stem of measurements that may be adopted 
must avoid the complications introduced by this variation. 

Thus the only possible base line from which measurements can 
be taken is the line of j unction between the enamel of the crown on 
one hand and the cementum of the root on the other ; fr om th is base 
line measurements of the crowns and roots can be taken in all specimens 
that are not so far worn as to have lost the whole of their crowns. 

In the premola r and m olar teeth, the base line is very nearly at 
a constant distance from the apex of the root round the whole circum
fen'nce of tht' tlJ(lth ; in the incisor and canin es this is not the case, 
for the ba~(' line is often marJ.;:cdly contoured. Thus measurements 
taken from the base line to the apex of the root on the labial and 
palatal and lingual surfaces will differ from those taken from the 
mesial! and distaP surfaces. 

J A;, som .. c0n ru ~ i n n rn av a ri :;e, through a difierenc. ... in tNminolol~'Y , OVer the 
term ~ me.,u" a nd di stal , it will b" a s well to de.c ribe t hcsc t erm s as they 
are u ~t:d throughout this pa per. T he mesial s urface oi a tooth is that 
s urface adj oining. a nd normal.!y in ac tual contact with . the tooth next 
In the "eri cs t owa rd s the front of the m o uth; th e distal s urface i3 t ha t 
ad j"inin!,. "nd norm a lly in actual contact with , the tooth nex t in Sl!ri",; 
toward s the back of the mouth. Thus th (, distal surface of the tooth 
in front "cljoins the lIIes", / , urf;lC'· of the tooth behind . This is the usual 
clen t a l u , a ge . 


